ABSTRACT Nowadays, scholars dedicate a substantial amount of their work to the querying and browsing of increasingly large collections of research papers on the Internet. In parallel, the recent surge of novel interdisciplinary approaches in science requires scholars to acquire competencies in new fields for which they may lack the necessary vocabulary to formulate adequate queries. This problem, together with the issue of information overload, poses new challenges in the fields of natural language processing (NLP) and visualization design that call for a rapid response from the scientific community. In this respect, we report on a novel visualization scheme that enables the exploration of research paper collections via the analysis of semantic proximity relationships found in author-assigned keywords. Our proposal replaces traditional string queries with a bag-of-words (BoW) extracted from a user-generated auxiliary corpus that captures the intentionality of the research. Continuing along the lines established by other authors in the fields of literature-based discovery (LBD), NLP, and visual analytics (VA), we combine novel advances in the fields of NLP with visual network analysis techniques to offer scholars a perspective of the target corpus that better fits their research interests. To highlight the advantages of our proposal, we conduct two experiments employing a collection of visualization research papers and an auxiliary cross-domain BoW. Here, we showcase how our visualization can be used to maximize the effectiveness of a browsing session by enhancing the language acquisition task, which allows for effectively extracting knowledge that is in line with the users' previous expectations.
I. INTRODUCTION A. THE PROBLEM OF INFORMATION OVERLOAD
Recently, the adequate planning and scoping of research efforts has become a key task in academia. For this reason, scholars from all disciplines are spending more time seeking an adequate strategic position within a research body that allows them to develop their work according to practical societal needs and expectations. In this context, the use of electronic scientific databases has become a widespread practice among scholars worldwide. However, this task is becoming increasingly more difficult as databases increase in size. For this reason, efforts are currently being made within the scientific community to systematize and automate the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chang Choi.
production of literature reviews on practically the totality of scientific topics. The purpose of these kinds of publications is to collect and critically analyze multiple existing studies related to a given set of research questions to offer an exhaustive summary of the literature to the interested reader [1] , [2] . The main reason for their popularity lies in their ability to provide scholars with the necessary foundations to start a new research endeavor, removing the need to perform a reading in full of the existing literature to gain insights into a given discipline. An essential step of literature reviews is the selection of sources that are obtained utilizing textual queries launched against an online database. An accepted common approach is to categorize and retain results that match specific inclusion criteria defined by the researcher. However, this procedure contains certain flaws that we identify at the beginning of our study and we aim to resolve. Firstly, while online search tools have been greatly enhanced in recent years and they generally succeed in the task of retrieving scientific publications from online sources, the usability of these tools in certain research contexts is still at stake due to the vast complexity and size of available collections, which may overwhelm the user. This problematic, known as information overload, is a long-standing issue in science that we describe here by quoting David M. Blei, one of the creators of the popular topic model latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [3] : ''As more information becomes available, it becomes more difficult to find and discover what we need. ' ' In relation to this matter, the task of fitting results retrieved from online search engines into a coherent picture is hard to achieve [4] . In our opinion, this unwanted behavior may be partially due to the extreme difficulty of expressing the nuances of the research aim in a textual query, a fact that limits the browsing experience to receiving a series of keyhole views of the subject under study that scholars are left to interpret.
B. LANGUAGE AND INTERDISCIPLINARITY
As a result of the increasing specialization in the sciences, many researchers have turned their attention to other disciplines, seeking help in solving research questions in a great variety of subjects. For these reasons, it has become more common to find multidisciplinary teams collaborating towards achieving the same research aim. Therefore, this particular configuration poses specific challenges that need to be addressed at all levels of collaboration. Within this collaboration, the use of language and the acquisition of communication skills has been identified as key in the development of interdisciplinary research. [5] . Therefore, this fact calls for the application of state-of-the-art linguistic models to: 1. enable meaningful interpretations of vast amounts of scientific literature at once, and 2. rapidly acquire domain-specific language that facilitates cross-domain communication between stakeholders. This problematic provides a conceptual framework for our work. Our method enables the extraction of relevant, non-obvious knowledge from a large document corpus through a high-level query expression (a bag-of-words [BoW] ) that is supplied by an auxiliary or query corpus. In the context of interdisciplinary research, it aims at providing the user with a purposeful perspective of the target corpus that could be employed as a starting point in a hypothetical new research effort.
C. ANALYZING THE MEANING OF KEYWORDS
In order to provide a successful automatic implementation of the ABC model in the domain of computer science (CS), we rely on a semantic analysis of the author-assigned keywords in the collection. While probabilistic and predictive models, such as LDA or word2vec, have been successfully applied in the past to measure semantic document similarities through co-citation or co-authorship analyses [6] , approaches that model the semantic space of author-assigned keywords are scarce in the current literature. Subsequently, centering the analysis task on author-assigned keywords presents its own challenges that differ from those related to other sorts of co-occurrence analyses that we aim to address in this research. For example, keywords are a very sparse feature of research papers, which implies that only a small portion of the phenomena is present in each observation. This particularity renders predictive semantic models inadequate in the context of narrow-domain research, in which the reduced size of available literature and the absence of a gold standard dataset may be limiting factors for the analysis. Particularly, highly sparse and small-sized corpora may produce overfitting issues that cannot be easily resolved by manual or automatic means [7] . Moreover, augmenting the size of the corpora could broaden the scope of the research topic too much in those contexts, risking the generation of relevant results.
While the sparsity could be partially addressed by performing an automatic keyword extraction based on the papers abstracts or full texts, in this study we employ authorassigned keywords as the main input for our analysis method because 1. we assume that they provide the best and most concise possible description of the contents of a paper that can be easily retrieved by automatic means from a majority of scientific publications and databases; 2. they effectively retain the original authors' intentionality because they are not constrained by any taxonomy imposed by publishers or other third-parties, which has an immediate positive impact in the acquisition of fine-grained, domain-specific language uses; and 3. author-assigned keywords do not introduce added complexity (i.e., preprocessing, cleaning, extraction, model validation) on the analysis task, which we felt could fall out of scope for a first approach to the problem. Regarding this matter, we refer the reader to Section VI, in which we discuss some future lines of work that aim to incorporate automatically generated keywords into our visualization scheme.
The main contributions of this paper are outlined hereafter: first, we propose a semantic analysis of author-assigned keywords found in the primary and auxiliary corpora to form a set of keyword vector representations from which we derive proximity data. Second, we provide a method to organize and visualize proximity data in such a manner that it enables a meaningful exploration of local structures found in the proximity data. Finally, we represent the original documents in the semantic space defined by the keywords, which has the positive effect of providing a close-loop view of the target collection to the user. This procedure is explained in this paper as follows: in Section II, we introduce relevant contributions that have inspired our work. Here, we also introduce latent semantic analysis (LSA), the distributional semantic model that we employed to generate a vector space model (VSM) of author-assigned keywords. Section III describes the auxiliary and main corpora that were used during our experiments. In IV, we describe the transformations and algorithms that were applied to the data in order to obtain a joint visualization of the keywords and document spaces, which is exemplified in Section V with two use-cases in the context of the interdisciplinary field of visualization in the digital humanities (DH).
Our contribution is completed by outlining known limitations of our method and future lines of work (Section VI) and, finally, by providing some conclusions in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is inspired by previous research in the areas of information science, NLP, interactive exploration of research paper collections and visualization of proximity data derived from LSA models. Below, we introduce a selection of past contributions in these areas that have greatly influenced the work presented in this paper.
A. LITERATURE-BASED DISCOVERY
At the beginning of our study, we identified literature-based discovery (LBD) as a potential solution to the problems of information overload and interdisciplinary vocabulary acquisition previously presented. LBD is a widespread knowledge extraction technique that was introduced in the 1980s by Don R. Swanson, an American information scientist who made important contributions in the biomedical domain. The main idea behind this form of discovery, namely the ABC Model, is not to generate new knowledge through laboratory experiments, but to seek to unveil existing connections in a body of literature that were previously unknown to the scientific community. The procedure employs a syllogism to identify potential knowledge associations in two disjoint bodies of scientific literature. Given two concepts A and C pertaining to the two bodies, respectively, the model finds that A and C are related if they both relate to another intermediate concept B. Swanson employed this simple technique to make several relevant medical discoveries, such as the effectiveness of fish oil as a treatment for Raynaud's disease (a circulatory disorder) [8] , among others [9] . The ABC model supports two variants for open and closed discovery (Figure 1) . In the open discovery mode, the process is started with an initial user-provided term to detect interesting term associations B and C and it is often employed to generate hypotheses. Conversely, in the closed variant the user initially defines two concepts, A and C, and the model reveals hidden associations (B-concepts). This second approach is generally used for hypothesis testing and validation [10] , [11] . Our proposal aims to enhance the first variant of the ABC model and tries to go beyond typical co-word analysis by incorporating semantic analysis techniques. Throughout the rest of this paper, we will refer to A, B and C terms of query, link, and target, respectively.
While LBD was initially performed by manual means, different computational and semantic analysis techniques have been applied in the past to automate the process. Among these contributions, we highlight two that are specially relevant to this study: the works by Gordon and Dumais [12] and Cameron et al. [13] . In the first case, the authors employ LSA to drive the LBD process in a collection of Medline documents. In the second case, the authors make use of graphbased approaches to generate bridging or link terms under the close variant of LBD. In this contribution, we draw from similar graph filtering and representation techniques of proximity data (Section II-C) to propose a visually-enabled LBD in the CS realm, as opposed to a majority of past contributions that were limited to the biomedical domain. Furthermore, and in contrast to the works presented in this section, our work seeks to enhance the LBD process by proposing visualizations that assist the user in the task of jointly learning an embedding (Section IV).
B. VISUAL ANALYTICS OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
Visual exploration of scientific literature collections is a topic that has been addressed extensively in the past by several different means, as the analysis of multivariate data is one of the most popular approaches taken by scholars in this field [1] , [2] . Many of these contributions propose interaction techniques to filter, aggregate and browse a corpus of research papers employing derived metadata such as publication year, affiliation, authors and keywords, to name a few. In [14] , [15] the authors propose VA systems to support and disseminate literature reviews. Beyond the display and filtering of metadata, the current literature has an abundance of examples of document exploration supported by network analysis techniques, which mainly rely on the construction of co-occurrence matrices from authorship [16] , citation [17] and keyword data in the corpus. In the simplest cases, the exploration of the co-occurrence matrix is enabled by covariance studies [18] of the events in consideration with the goal of unveiling the underlying patterns of interest in the data. Whereas these kinds of statistical analyses may be useful enough to produce quantitative mappings and visual displays of scientific corpora, scholars must rely on ad-hoc interpretations of the results obtained, which may be prone to bias and error. This issue is usually addressed by more complex NLP techniques that facilitate the understanding of the underlying semantics of the collection. In this regard, CiteRivers [19] demonstrates the advantages of entropy analysis in the discovery of citation patterns. Similarly, [20] combines network analysis techniques with a textual importance index to produce dendrograms and graph visualizations of citation patterns. Metro Maps [4] measures the coherence and coverage of documents to produce visual summaries of query results in an online scientific database. One major drawback we detected in these proposals is that they rely on the usage of a single text query to obtain their initial results. In our approach, this simple query string is replaced by an entire auxiliary corpus that is used as a complex query expression through which the target collection can be seen.
Continuing with the analysis of scientific literature via linguistic models, the surge of novel linguistic models such as LDA [3] or skip-gram negative sampling (SGNS) [21] has also had a profound impact on the design of visual document exploration tools. ParallelTopics [22] utilizes LDA to enable users to interactively explore a collection of research papers. Termite [23] allows the interactive refinement of topic models in a dataset comprising more than 14,000 publications. UTOPIAN [24] achieves similar results through non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) of keywords, documents, and topics, producing embeddings that are ultimately projected in a 2D space node-link diagrams. Notably, cite2vec [25] achieves a joint projection of keywords and documents by capturing citation contexts in word vector embeddings. Among these works, it is a common practice to employ dimensionality reduction techniques such as T-SNE to project the semantic high-dimensional space into the 2D plane, producing general perspectives of the dataset. Although T-SNE is able to preserve many interesting qualities of the semantic space, projecting the entire keyword space into the same display makes the appreciation of details in proximity data a harder task to achieve, even if the appropriate interaction techniques are correctly applied. Rather, our approach focuses on producing visualizations in which overlapping or redundant terms are removed while preserving interesting qualities of the topology of the semantic space that the user is interested in exploring. In this way, we focus on the display of local structures found in proximity data derived from the semantic space, which has a positive effect on the understanding of subtopics and other fine-grained information.
C. VISUALIZATION OF PROXIMITY DATA
The visualization of proximity data has also been addressed extensively in the literature. Worth noting is the graph-based psychometric scaling technique known as pathfinder network scaling [26] . Pathfinder network scaling aims to reveal structural patterns in proximity data by means of a graphical network representation known as pathfinder network (PFNET). PFNETs have been successfully employed in a great variety of contexts such as geoscience [27] , biomedicine [28] or software engineering [29] , to name a few. Other authors have found the adequacy of PFNETs to represent different cognitive structures and mental models to explain and enhance the learning process at undergraduate and expert levels [30] - [32] . The use of PFNETs to create visual science maps is also well documented in the literature. The majority of these studies rely on the construction of co-citation networks by different means that are ultimately visualized in a PFNET. The authors in [33] , [34] combine co-citation and PFNETs to support the process of literature review with the aim of identifying new research opportunities. In a similar approach to ours, the authors in [35] , [36] employ LSA and PFNETs to construct visualizations of academic corpora. PFNETs, however, focus on providing a general picture of the similarity matrix, producing large visualizations that may not be adequate to jointly explore keywords and documents as we propose in this research. Although we draw some concepts from PFNETs, such as the use of force-directed layout algorithms to visualize proximity data, our solution is specifically designed to resolve the challenges of interdisciplinary research by producing a coherent joint projection of keywords and documents found in local structures, rather than providing general overviews.
D. LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
In previous sections, we discussed some of the properties of author-assigned keywords and the reasons why we chose them as the basis for our study. Given the inadequacy of generative and predictive models, we selected LSA, a DSM, to define a semantic space of keywords. LSA is a theory of language and DSM that extracts and represents the contextual-usage meaning of words by applying statistical calculations to a corpus of text [37] . LSA (or Latent Semantic Indexing [LSI], as it is known in the information retrieval community) assumes that the occurring patterns of words in a variety of contexts are able to determine the degree of similarity among such words [38] . LSA is a fully unsupervised method that, unlike the case of predictive semantic models, does not employ any knowledge base or human-generated dictionary. Rather, it relies solely on the analysis of raw text. Because LSA originated in the psychology community, since its implementation it has been thoroughly evaluated to measure its accuracy in replicating human judgments of meaning similarity [39] . The similarity estimates derived by LSA are not based on simple contiguity frequencies or cooccurrence. Rather, they depend on a deeper statistical analysis that extracts the underlying semantics from a corpus. This kind of analysis has the positive effect of producing results that are conceptually similar in meaning to a given query term, even if these results do not share specific words with the search criteria. Beyond that, some authors have stressed the role of LSA as a fundamental computational theory of the acquisition and representation of knowledge that is closely related to the inductive property of learning, for which people seem to acquire much more knowledge than appears to be available from experience [40] . Although previous visualization schemes have been proposed to better understand LSA models [41] , to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first to apply these techniques in combination with Swanson's ABC model introduced in previous sections.
1) SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
To produce a semantic analysis of the words in a corpus, LSA makes use of a well-known linear algebra matrix decomposition method called singular value decomposition (SVD), which we briefly summarize for the reader hereafter: SVD is used to decompose a given matrix M into the product of three VOLUME 7, 2019 matrices U V T , where U and V are orthonormal (U T U = V T V = I ) and is a diagonal matrix of sorted singular values of the same rank r as the input matrix. Let k , where k < r, be the diagonal formed by the k first singular values of and let U k and V k be the matrices that result from keeping only the first k columns in U and V . The matrix M = U k k V T k is the rank k matrix that minimizes the Frobenius norm between the input matrix M and any other rank-k matrix, that isM ∈ arg min M −M F . Thus, the resulting matrix is the best k-dimensional approximation to the original in the least-squares sense (minimizing covariance). Lately, SVD has again gained interest in the NLP community due to recent studies [42] that prove that dense word vectors resulting from this factorization have similar properties to those obtained from the word embedding optimization of predictive models [21] . Furthermore, these vectors have proven to excel in word-similarity tasks while minimizing hyper-parameter tuning [7] , [43] , which is another controversial feature of predictive models [42] .
III. DATASETS
Before we continue to explain our proposed visualization scheme, in this section we comment on two document collections that were employed during our experiments. In the first sections, we discussed some of the problems related to the selection of an appropriate query string during the extraction phase of mapping studies and literature reviews, which we aimed to leverage in this work. To this end, we replace this query string with a BoW obtained from author-assigned keywords in the auxiliary corpus. This first BoW represents the intentionality of the research; that is, it provides a highlevel semantic expression that is representative of the kind of knowledge the researcher is interested in extracting from the target corpus. We construct this hypothetical situation in the context of two inherently interdisciplinary bodies of knowledge, the DH and visualization, which we introduce below.
A. QUERY CORPUS: DIGITAL HUMANITIES VISUALIZATION PAPERS
The DH are an interdisciplinary area of scholarship in which computational methods are applied in the resolution of research questions related to traditional humanities disciplines, such as history, philosophy, linguistics, literature, art, archaeology, music, cultural studies and social sciences. This process usually involves the ''application of developed computational methods'' [44] in a variety of fields of computer science, such as topic modeling, digital mapping, text mining, information retrieval, digital publishing or visualization, in ''novel and unexpected ways'' [44] . Particularly, in recent years visualization has become a hot topic in the DH as evidenced by the increasing number of visualizationrelated submissions to the annual DH conference. This surge has also had an impact on the visualization community, who have turned their attention to the DH as a vibrant new area of application for novel visualization techniques. An excellent example of this recent interest is the Workshop on Visualization for the DH (VIS4DH), 1 which has taken place as a parallel session to the IEEE Vis Conference since its first edition in 2016. One of the recurrent discussions of this workshop has orbited around the idea of how to produce significant visualization advances in the context of the DH. Whereas visualization techniques have been showcased in a large number of computing problems related to the humanities, some authors have warned of an increasing tendency in the DH visualization community to apply standard visualization techniques (such as force-directed graph layouts or word clouds) to the resolution of intrinsically distinct research questions. This tendency, as these authors note, might be impeding the production of valuable visualization research in the humanities [45] , [46] , therefore they stress the need to incorporate appropriate methodologies and evaluation techniques into the design process of the humanities.
According to the context presented in the previous paragraphs, the first dataset was constructed from metadata describing papers published in the DH conferences between years the years of 2015 and 2018 [47] - [49] . Given the broad range of themes present in this conference, we limited our search to papers that fell in the domain of visualization; that is, papers that contained the word ''visualization'' either on their title, subject or any of their keywords. We also completed this data with author keywords associations extracted from papers presented in the three editions of the Workshops on Visualization for the DH between years 2016 and 2018. This composition ensures that we have a varied and rich BoW to query a larger, general-purpose target corpus. The humanities-visualization dataset accounts for 257 documents, containing 728 unique keywords that appear a total of 1,131 times, which gives an average of 4.40 keywords per paper. In Figure 2 , a histogram showing the frequency of the 20 most used keywords is presented.
B. TARGET CORPUS: DATA VISUALIZATION RESEARCH PAPERS
The second document collection is related to the general topic of visualization. Visualization is a major research theme in computer science that relates to the generation of graphics, diagrams, images and animations that help to enhance the comprehensibility of the underlying data and computational algorithms at play in a broad range of computer-related domains. For these reasons, visualization research papers provide a rich and varied set of keyword associations to explore and to connect to other different knowledge domains (e.g., the humanities). The dataset comprises meta-data from more than 3,000 research papers presented at the IEEE Visualization set of conferences: InfoVis, SciVis, VAST and Vis from 1990-2018 and it was recently compiled by a group of experts in visualization [50] . The dataset is publicly accessible 2 and actively maintained and updated by its authors. FIGURE 2. 20 most used author keywords in the query humanities-visualization dataset. Rank-based stop word detection is not trivial in this case given that some informative keywords (#4 ''text analysis'', #5 ''network analysis'') have higher ranks than some stop word candidates (#7 ''information visualization'' or #12 ''visual analytics'').
Data visualization research papers represent a rich corpus with multiple connections to other fields of modern science such as astronomy, sports, humanities, biology and machine learning, among others. To date, the dataset contains 3,102 research papers, of which 2,123 contain author keywords. The number of unique keywords in this dataset is 5,108, appearing a total of 9,877 times, which results in an average of 4.64 keywords per paper.
IV. METHOD
Our document exploration method comprises two main phases. The first involves all the necessary steps to generate a keyword-to-keyword similarity matrix from an LSA of the corpus. The second phase focuses on the querying, filtering and visualization of this similarity matrix. As we introduced in previous sections, our method aims to remove the need to provide a textual query to extract knowledge from a given target corpus C t by relying instead on an auxiliary usergenerated query corpus C q . This distinction allows us to form two BoWs from keyword associations found in the query and target corpora, which are used as the two main inputs of our scheme. As we explain in Section V, the query corpus can be freely composed from the user's reference manager or from any other source she or he considers relevant to the study. Under this assumption, we expect the user to be familiar with the language of the query dataset whereas the target corpus is to be explored. At the end of the process, our method allows the user to query the target corpus by using keywords exclusive to the query corpus, effectively skipping the need for a language acquisition stage which may be highly timeconsuming.
A. SIMILARITY MATRIX GENERATION
In this section, we provide the details on how our proposed method generates a distance matrix D from the two BoWs provided as inputs. The generation of this matrix relies on the LSA method, with some modifications that we introduce as follows: formally, we want to connect a query corpus C q = {d q 1 , d q 2 , . . . , d q m } to a larger target corpus C t = {d t 1 , d t 2 , . . . , d t n } with n m. In our scheme, any given document is assumed to have a variable number j of authorassigned keywords d a = {k 1 , . . . , k j }
1) TOKENIZATION AND STEMMING
Prior to the application of the semantic model to our data, we perform tokenization and stemming on the authorassigned keywords. In the tokenization process, we split each multi-term keyword into its constituent parts, which are then stemmed and ultimately added to the BoW. Note that tokens appearing two or more times in the same document were counted as one. We noticed that, in our case, the inclusion of these two word pre-processing techniques was highly beneficial for the following reasons: the first and most obvious is that it provides an automated manner to match a high number of different linguistic keyword variations of the same concept (e.g., singular and plural), a circumstance that, unlike its occurrence in keyword taxonomies, can be observed in uncontrolled keywords due to their closer proximity to natural language. Second, it allows for the detection and subsequent removal of embedded stop words: i.e., words that do not carry any real meaning in the context of the collection and that might not appear on their own in the corpus. Take, for example, the multi-term keywords ''visual document analysis'' and ''visual citation analysis''. Although at a high level these two concepts are clearly related (because they represent two specializations of visual analysis), making a more clear distinction between them might not be immediately obvious if they are found in a corpus related to VA. In this case, the particles ''visual'' and ''analysis'' can be interpreted as noise because they do not add value to our understanding of the contents of the corpus. However, all three particles could carry important significance in other contexts.
The significance of a word can be generally explained by calculating the probabilities of seeing this word in the whole corpus: the less likely it is for a word to be seen, the more information can be assumed to carry. Therefore, in the multiterm keywords ''visual document analysis'' and ''visual citation analysis,'' the discriminant terms are ''document'' and ''citation'' since it is less likely that they appear in the corpus. Without the tokenization and stemming of keywords, this fact could go unnoticed by the potential linguistic model to be applied at a later stage. In addition, the tokenization and stemming step effectively modifies the distributional model of all keywords over C. In our context, this had the following two positive impacts: first, it helped to reduce the sparsity of keywords; second, the new distributional model of the keywords was better captured by LSA, which assumes a Gaussian distribution [51] . Although previous studies [18] , [52] employ a power-law distribution to explain the phenomena of author-assigned keywords, recent studies also show this kind of distribution may be much rarer than initially thought [53] . For this reason, we identified that it is key to understand the particularities of the distributional model in order to propose a consistent analysis solution. In Figure 3 , the pre-(top) and post-processing (bottom) distributional models are shown. We used the Python package ''powerlaw'' [54] to plot the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the empirical keyword frequency data (black, solid), along with other fitted candidate distributions (dashed). In our example corpora, we could not find evidence that author-assigned visualization keywords follow a powerlaw distribution. Rather, we observed they could be better fitted to a Gaussian or an exponential distribution. According to these results, we decided not to base our method on the analysis of the first k-ranked keywords but employ other statistical artifacts such as LSA.
At the end of the processing step, the resulting tokens define a vocabulary V g of size n g that we split into three disjoint sets: V q (query), V t (target) and V l (link), according to their provenance; that is, tokens in V q , V t and V l can exclusively be found in C q , C t , or both, respectively, so that
In our experiments, we performed a manual cleaning in which we removed obvious typographic errors and standardization of keywords; that is, the most common form of a keyword was preferred (e.g. ''hci/human-computerinteraction'' or ''xai/explainable artificial intelligence''). Stemming was performed on the keywords using the Porter stemming algorithm [55] . Then, stems matching the expressions ''visual,'' ''digit,'' ''human,'' ''humanit,'' and ''humanist'' were discarded as they represent the global purpose of the study (''visualization'' and ''digital humanities''). After tokenization and stemming of keywords, we obtained 2,720 unique keywords that were distributed among the three considered vocabularies: query, link and target (|V q | = 257, |V t | = 2143, |V l | = 320).
2) POINTWISE INFORMATION MATRIX
In previous sections, we explained that LSA extracts latent semantics by factorizing a co-occurrence statistics matrix M. This matrix can be built via different methods, such as term-frequency (TF) or term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). In our case, we detected that narrowdomain corpora produce a great overlapping of insignificant words (noise) that we wanted to eliminate. To this end, we relied on a well-known metric of information science, pointwise mutual information (PMI) [56] because: 1. it provides an efficient manner to remove repetitive terms from the analysis and 2. when used in conjunction with LSA/SVD, it is capable of generating linguistic models that excel in distributional similarity tasks [43] . The usage of the smoothed FIGURE 3. Pre (top) and post (bottom) stemming empirical (black) and theoretical (red: power law, blue: truncated power law, yellow: stretched exponential and green: lognormal) keyword frequency data CCDFs. Using the KS-test we could not find statistically significant evidence in any of the two cases that supported that keywords followed a power law, neither before (p a = 0.054, gof = 0.0311) nor after (p = 0.0, gof : 0.0431) tokenization/stemming. Moreover, we found evidence that these results could be best described with a stretched exponential, a lognormal distribution, or to a lesser extent, a truncated power law distribution.
PPMI matrix in LSA favors the detection of infrequent and informative relationships occurring in the high-dimensional semantic space over uninformative terms. This feature helps to provide a view of the target corpus that is based on the specifics of the user-generated query corpus and to identify keyword pairs that share a common latent meaning. PMI encodes the probability for a pair of tokens to be seen together in a document with respect to the probability of seeing those two same tokens in the whole corpus. This probability is defined as the log ratio between w and c's joint probability and the product of their marginal probabilities. These probabilities can be extracted empirically from the corpus by counting the number of times w and c appear in the same document divided by the times they can be seen in other documents. In this paper, we do not consider the order in which the terms appear within a document and, therefore, the word-context matrix is built solely on co-occurrence. Similarly, the term-document matrix is a sparse binary matrix whose entries are defined as B(t, d) = {1 if t occurs in d or 0 otherwise}.
Following recommendations in the recent NLP literature [43] , we employ a smoothed version of the PMI matrix. During our experiments, we found that setting the smoothing factor α to 0.95 yielded the best results in the similarity task, which is in line with observations from other studies [7] .
where the smoothed unigram distribution of the context is:
The pairwise results are stored in a smoothed PMI matrix M SPMI that matches the original dimensions of F, |V T |×|V T |. A common problem with M SPMI is that it contains entries of the form PMI(w, c) = log 0 = −∞ for word-context pairs that were never observed. This issue is solved in the NLP literature by using positive PMI (PPMI), in which the negative entries are replaced by 0:
Once the keywords have been tokenized and stemmed, the next step of our method relies on counting the number of times each unique token appears in the query and target BoWs. Similarly, we calculate skipgram counts in order to measure the number of times two tokens can be seen together. The skipgrams count is employed to construct a N ×N sparse matrix in which each cell represents the absolute count of observed associations between any two given tokens. At this stage, a binary term-document sparse matrix T is also created. This binary matrix is employed in the last step of the method to project the results onto a document space and produce a set of paper recommendations.
With vocabulary V t , we build a square term-context frequency matrix F ∈ R |V g |×|V g | and a binary term-document matrix B ∈ B |V g |×|C g | . The word-context frequency matrix captures how many times two terms appear together in the corpus. Following [42] , this translates into #(w, c) · |C g |. For example, if a document contains the following set of keywords: {social, network, analysis, graphs}, the context of ''social'' in this document is {network, analysis, graphs}. Finally, we retain the provenance of each token by indexing the square matrix M in the following manner:
3) LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS The next step we apply makes use of SVD to factorize the sparse matrix M PPMI . This factorization produces dense vector representations of the keywords in our dataset and captures their latent meaning according to the principles explained in previous sections. Notice that in our case, the input matrix M is the symmetric matrix M SPPMI , because PMI (w 1 , w 2 ) ≡ PMI (w 2 , w 1 ) for any pair of tokens w 1 and w 2 , which results in M PPMI ≈M PPMI = U k k U T k . Now, the rows of the resulting matrix U k are the dense vector representations of all the keywords in vocabulary V T .
Recent studies [51] , [57] support that the selection of the number of singular values k in SVD has an important impact on the interpretability of the results: selecting too few dimensions hinders the extraction of meaningful patterns, while picking too many could reveal irrelevant connections, adding noise to the analysis process. During our experiments, we empirically determined that setting k to the minimum recommended (50) [51] rendered the best results, although we are aware that this parameter may vary in other datasets. In [51] , the authors comment that ''it has been conjectured that in many cases, such as language simulation, that the optimal dimensionality is intrinsic to the domain being simulated and thus must be empirically determined.'' Finally, we performed L2 normalization on the resulting word vectors for ease of use and performance optimization of the subsequent steps of our algorithm.
4) DISTANCE MATRIX FROM DENSE WORD VECTORS
One of the most popular (dis)similarity measures employed in NLP is the cosine of the angle formed by two word vectors [57] . This measure discards the length of the vectors and quantifies the difference in their direction in the multidimensional space. We selected this similarity measure because, as reported by other studies, it is adequate to represent cognitive similarity beyond simple linguistic similarity [57] . The formula of the cosine is well known and can be applied easily to the LSA vectors to build a distance matrix D:
Analogously, the similarity between two vectors can be expressed as:
As a final step, we employed the similarity matrix S to detect and merge synonyms (i.e., token pairs with S(x, y) ≈ 0), which resulted in a reduction in vocabularies sizes (|V q | = 176, |V t | = 1745, |V l | = 320).
B. ANALYZING INTER-GROUP SIMILARITIES
The second stage of our method focuses on exploring the similarity matrix S that was obtained in the last step. To overcome the conceptual distance between the query and target corpora, we look for structural patterns in the similarity relationships between keywords in the query vocabulary and those found exclusively in the target vocabulary. For this task, we rely on the construction of a complete graph G using the distance matrix D, which enables us to analyze the similarity between nodes (tokens) using different scaling techniques to reduce the complexity of the resulting graph. In order to map all tokens in V t to their counterpart in V q , we identify the shortest path that connects a token in V t to any other token V q . Formally, we can define the set of shortest paths P j from the token j in V t to all tokens in V q as the sequence of node pairs (t t j , t r k1 ), (t r k1 , t r k2 ), . . . , (t r kl , t q i ) with r ∈ {q, l, t}. Given that all pairs are edges representing distances, the sum of all distance pairs in a path in P gives the total distance between the token t t j and every other token in V q . Therefore, a shortest path P exists in P , connecting the node t t j to another node t q i that, by (7), yields a maximum similarity over all other alternative paths to tokens in V q . Note that when |P| = 1, the similarity score sim is equal to the value of the similarity matrix S at S(t j , t i ).
By (8) , the path P t t j that maximizes the similarity score sim is a significant path of the target token t t j in G because it connects it to its most similar counterpart in V q . These paths can be easily computed by a multi-source version of the Dijkstra algorithm.
After all shortest paths have been calculated, we can group similar nodes by the number of shared links in their respective paths from V t to V q . In this way, the sets of target nodes that present structural similarities in their relationship with the query dataset can be grouped together. This builds upon the idea that nodes related to the same topics are likely to share more links in the shortest paths that relate them to tokens in V q , while the shortest paths of dissimilar nodes have few or no links in common. [58] . Particularly, the subgraph resulting from merging two or more shortest paths with common elements P 1 , P 2 . . . P n is a spanning tree of its nodes in G. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 4 . On the left, two shortest paths for tokens t t 1 and t t 2 are shown. As |V t | |V q |, some paths will share at least a common destination token in V q , t q 1 in the example. Input paths are ultimately merged into the same tree T t q 1 . After merging paths with common elements, we obtain a set of trees T = {T 1 , T 2 . . . T i } for each token t q i ∈ V q present in any path in P. Note that at this point not all tokens in V q can be found in T , whereas all tokens in V t are found. The solution to this issue is trivial and can be solved by adding a token t j q to their closest neighbor in V q . The proposed method detects coincident tokens in the resulting paths and constructs the spanning tree that contains them. This results in a partition of the dataset in which tokens in V t are grouped together if they relate to V q in a similar manner.
not present in T to the MST of its nearest neighbor, given that there are not any other shorter paths connecting t j q to any other token in V t . At the end of this process, any tree, or a combination of trees in T , along with related documents, can be represented in a visualization according to the procedure outlined in the next sections. In Figure 5 we provide some of the paths obtained by this method in our experiments.
During our experiments, we were able to generate paths for 138 distinct query tokens. On these paths, a total of 1,745 target tokens were represented, along with 85 other link tokens.
COMBINING SIGNIFICANT PATHS
Apart from the visualization of a single tree, our visualization scheme also supports the combination of two or more query terms to represent related keywords and documents. Given that by definition all trees in T are disjoint subgraphs of G, we can find an MST in G that contains all vertices in T 1 , T 2 , . . . T n and which presents the minimum edit distance of all possible MSTs to the sum of all subgraphs. This reasoning is depicted in Figure 6 , where we show the process of combining the tree of Figure 4 , T t q 1 . with another tree T t q 2 . The tree resulting from the combination of the two paths has similar properties to any other tree in T and, thus, can be displayed in the same manner as we describe in the next section.
C. DOCUMENT EXPLORATION VIA KEYWORD PROXIMITY
In the last stage, the user is expected to provide a set of keywords to explore the collection. Following the reasoning explained in previous sections, the user employs keywords specific to the query vocabulary to obtain affine keywords and documents from the target corpus. These elements are presented to the user in a visualization that shows exploration paths related to the input query expression. The user is then able to progressively form a mental image of the target corpus by following these paths and optionally perform further research on the list of document suggestions that are displayed in the same visualization space. In this section, we comment on the necessary steps that were taken to produce this expected output. 98152 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Keyword components (query, link, target) of some of the trees obtained by our method. Tokens were translated into their original keyword forms for clarity's sake. Each tree can be interpreted as a topic formed by a group of keywords that are highly related to the same element in V q . The visualization employs a single tree as input, which can be one of the trees in T if only a single keyword is provided, or a tree resulting from combining two or more trees in T . The tree is drawn in the plane using the Kamada-Kawai layout algorithm [59] , where tokens are depicted as vertices (text) and cosine distances as edges (solid lines) in the network. Query, link and target keywords are shown in orange, blue, and green, respectively. Tokens are translated into their original forms to ensure the readability of the results. In a subsequent step, the visualization is completed by representing documents into the semantic subspace defined by T . Firstly, the TD matrix is filtered to obtain documents that contain any of the terms in T . Note that each of the resulting documents may contain one or more terms (components) of the semantic subspace T . Then, the documents are projected according to their components' positions in the plane, as assigned by the Kamada-Kawai layout (see Figure 7) . Documents are represented as dots in the visualization and follow the same color scheme as keywords: documents in the query corpus are shown in orange, whereas those appearing in the target dataset are shown in green. Whenever two or more documents share the same position in the plane, they are aggregated in a visual encoding (the size of the circle). We represent the links between a document and their related components in the plane with a dashed line, which facilitates the task of identifying relationships between terms and documents.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we demonstrate the advantages of our method with two use-cases framed in the context of visualization in the DH. These experiments can be reproduced at the following location: https://doi.org/10.24433/CO.7350089.v1, whereas the code is publicly accessible at: https://github. com/ale0xb/keywords-vis.
A. DISTANT READING OF SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS
In the first use case, we show how our visualization scheme can be used to relate theoretically distant subjects specific to the humanities to the subject of visualization. Concretely, we demonstrate how a scholar could extract knowledge from the target document collection using the query term ''Shakespeare.'' We retrieve all the shortest paths ending in ''Shakespeare '' and plot them in the plane following the procedure explained in Section IV. The joint documentsterms visualization is shown in Figure 8 . The visualization is able to preserve similarities in the high-dimensional semantic space by placing nodes with high cosine similarity closer in the plane. The term ''shakespeare'' is placed at the top of the image. From a first impression, it can be observed that there are three documents (see Table 1 ) containing the term ''shakespeare'' in the DH corpus (shown in orange): two documents appear at the same position as ''shakespeare,'' whereas the third one is shown closer to the link word ''(persistent) homology'' (in blue). Other vis-specific keywords (in green), such as ''spine,'' ''cliques,'' or ''reeb,'' are drawn next to ''shakespeare.'' These particles introduce the topic of topological data analysis, because document DH.3 includes the unexpected term ''topology'' among its keywords. On the contrary, the other two documents (DH.1, DH.2), which include the keyword ''shakespeare'', display general terms such as ''networks,'' ''exploratory'' or ''social'' that do not generate high similarities in the semantic space and, therefore, these are not shown in the graph. Following the path formed by the terms ''reeb'' and ''homology,'' the topic of ''topological data analysis'' specializes into ''persistent homology,'' an algebraic method of discerning the topological features of data, which is another interesting term as found by our model. Documents ''Clique Community Persistence'' (VIS.1) and ''Augmented Topological Descriptors of Pore Networks'' (VIS.2) treat this matter in the context of graph cliques and reeb graphs, respectively. Interestingly, it can be observed that document VIS.1 shares two common authors with document DH.3 (see the full dataset in supplementary materials).
In this case, LSA was able to detect the similarity in latent meaning between the terms ''cliques'' and ''shakespeare'' (dist(shakespeare, cliques) = 0.1773) by employing the unusual terms ''homology'' and ''topology/topological.'' This first example shows the advantages of our proposal: The algorithm is able to detect the context of ''shakespeare'' (social network analysis) and extract relevant terms and documents that are presented in the visualization. In this way, the user can learn about community cliques and persistent homologies, which are statistically significant to the topic at hand. Although there are other documents with the keywords ''social network'' (7 hits) or ''social network analysis'' (2 hits) on the VIS collection, those are mostly related to different applications, such as the mapping of intellectual structures or visualization of online communities. Furthermore, none of these manual searches would have returned document VIS.1, although a close reading of this publication reveals that its background is ''social network analysis,'' despite the authors not stating it in their selection of keywords for this document.
Continuing with other elements placed below ''homology,'' we can identify documents and keywords related to ''persistent homology'' and the visualization of topologies in a variety of contexts. The informative term ''oct-tree'' (a hierarchical algorithm) is placed at the centre of the polygon formed by the terms ''approximation, '' ''plants,'' ''sets,'' ''voxelization'' and ''arrays,'' For example, the paper ''Computing Robustness and Persistence for Images'' (VIS.2) informs on a visualization technique to depict the robustness of homology classes in 3D images of plant roots. Other documents, containing only one of the keywords in this polygon could be regarded as complementary readings to understand the central idea of the subtopic.
On the right side of the graph, it is worth noting the link connecting the terms ''plant'' and ''arc'' that introduce text visualization techniques that are also relevant to the topic of the analysis of dramatic texts. Despite relatively high distance of these two keywords to ''shakespeare'' (dist(shakespeare, arc) = 0.6574, dist(shakespeare, bard) = 0.6773), the design favors the inclusion of terms that produce documents relevant to the topic. In this case, the term ''plant'' provides a context to present arc diagrams (VIS.3), a popular network visualization technique to represent repetition patterns found in text VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Word clouds showing the context of the link keyword ''gis'' in the query (top) and target (bottom) datasets. The SPPMI statistics matrix, in combination with LSA, is able to identify recurrent context terms such as ''map '' or ''spatial,'' favoring the establishment of fine-grained affinities that are not built exclusively on first-order co-occurrence.
strings. As presented by the author in the original publication, a natural approach is to apply this technique to analyze DNA sequences (which explains its proximity to the term ''plants''). However, arc diagrams are also highly related to the topic of text analysis in the DH: in his paper, the author demonstrates the capabilities of his proposal by visualizing musical compositions in a second use case. This finding reveals a technique that is related to the latent topics of text analysis and graph visualization. Therefore, it may be worth considering when designing a novel visualization in the context of the provided query term.
B. COMBINING SEARCH TERMS
In the second example, we demonstrate how different search terms can be combined in the same visualization to obtain a broader perspective of a given topic, in this case, GIScience in the humanities. To obtain the desired effects, we purposely choose two terms ''willa'' and ''racial'' to explore the VIS corpus. Both keywords appear once in two different publications related to the work of the American writer and Pulitzer winner Willa Cather (1873-1947) and of Monroe Work (1866-1945), an American sociologist famous for documenting lynching activity in the United States during the 19th and 20th centuries. The two contributions rely on the use of interactive maps and other GIS techniques to map the intellectual activity of the two individuals, a fact that the authors state in their keyword selection by including the keyword ''gis'' (see bottom of Table 1 ). This keyword appears in 10 and 5 publications in the DH and VIS corpora, respectively. In Figure 9 , we depict the word cloud of the contexts of ''gis'' in both datasets.
The MST of members in the two paths of ''willa'' and ''racial'' is plotted in Figure 10 . The resulting representation places the query terms close together at the center of the image. We can identify three main links departing from the nodes marked in orange, which lead to different subtopics that we discuss below: the shortest path of all displayed contains only one link (racial, server), and highlights two papers, VIS.4 and VIS.5, as VIS.4 is directly related to the general topic represented by the network while the other fits better as additional reading. In this case, the algorithm has detected a component related to web technologies in the latent meaning of ''gis.'' This effect can also be observed in the word clouds of Figure 9 , where we can find terms such as ''web,'' ''www,'' ''log,'' ''server'' or '' online.'' Among all these associations, ''server'' presents the closest cosine distance to ''racial'' (dist(racial, server) = 0.2749); thus, it is shown in the visualization. If we look at the upper part of the graph in Figure 10 , it is worth noting the inclusion of the link keyword ''labeling'' (in blue), which generates interesting associations with other nodes in the graph. Next to the query node ''racial'' we find a document containing many of its nearest neighbors, ''Dynamic Map Labeling'' (VIS.6). This document is especially important since its verbose keyword description introduces specific subjects related to map labeling. Following other dashed links starting at the ''labeling'' node, we can observe this effect: the link (labeling, placement) produces two documents (VIS.7 and VIS.8) plus a third one (VIS.9), surging from the inclusion of the keyword ''occlusion-free.'' In the same manner the pair ''labeling, nice'' generates a document (VIS.10) that, although it is not directly related to the topic of GIS, is deemed relevant because its contribution relates to the positioning of labels. Going up, the rest of the path introduces other aspects related to cartography, such as Mercator projections, digital and thematic maps and other specific techniques of interest as found by our method. In the lower side of the graph, the subtheme is related to the depiction of statistical significance and autocorrelation in maps, which is ultimately connected to image mapping and display techniques, such as line integral convolution (LIC).
VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
During our research, we detected certain limitations in our method that we outline and link to future lines of work below: One first obvious yet important limitation of our proposal is that it depends on an appropriate selection of keywords by the original authors of the academic papers. Selecting keywords for a publication is not a trivial task that, in our humblest opinion, is not given enough attention. The task of assigning keywords to a publication presents scholars with the following dilemma: on the one hand, keywords must be easily recognizable within the relevant area of knowledge in order to make the publication discoverable to other scientific peers. On the other hand, the selected keywords need to be sufficiently granular to make a given work distinguishable from others of a similar nature. The right combination of keywords is a balanced choice that accomplishes these two objectives simultaneously. However, as we observed during our investigation, this is not always the case. We often found relevant papers whose selection of keywords was ill-defined, a fact that negatively impacted the discoverability of such VOLUME 7, 2019 publications. A potential solution to this issue to be explored in further developments was pointed in Section I-C when we referred to other works [60] that rely on an automatic extraction of keywords through the analysis of the papers' full texts or abstracts. Although the inclusion of these techniques could partially address the reliability issue in the primary sources, their impact on the vocabulary acquisition task needs thoroughly evaluated in future experiments dealing with different research subjects from the one employed in this study.
Another important limitation of our method is that LSA cannot handle polysemy (words with multiple meanings) effectively. It assumes that the same word means the same concept in the whole corpus, which represents a problem for words that acquire different meanings depending on the context in which they appear. Polysemy is an inherent problem to interdisciplinary research, which unfortunately cannot be resolved by LSA alone. Whereas the impact of this unwanted behavior is negligible in small vocabularies, such as the one we employed, we are aware that the stemming procedure that is applied to keywords might be problematic in bigger datasets. During our experiments, this behavior could be observed in the mismatching of different keywords that shared a common root but have different meanings (i.e., ''colonoscopy/colonization'' or ''factory/factorial''). Some solutions have been proposed in the literature to address this kind of issue, such as the inclusion of syntactic dependencies in the construction of the PMI matrix [61] . Syntactic analysis could represent a useful alternative to mark explicit distinctions between occurrences of the same token in different multi-word keywords, in which a token may play different syntactic roles (e.g., noun, adjective). In a different approach, the polysemy problem could also be addressed through interactive term tagging. The user could generate new terms by annotating different meanings of the same token in an opposite approach to synonym detection. Not only would this interactive application be able to resolve this problem, but it could also enable a smarter exploration task in which other parameters could also be live-tuned, such as the stemming algorithm (e.g., Lancaster, Porter, Snowball), the number of singular values, smoothing factor of SPPMI or the selection of stop-words. For these reasons, the construction of an interactive application based on the methods explained in this paper represents a path that we are keen on exploring in the future.
Finally, as we introduced in Section I-C, we will seek to enhance the LBD process by supporting its close variant, which will be key in designing formal evaluations of our visualization scheme. Traditionally, the validation of results obtained in LBD has been achieved by two means: intersection [62] and expert evaluation [63] . Our intention is to combine these methods with well-established interaction and visualization evaluation practices [64] to further asses the validity of the showcased techniques and to identify further requirements for future works along this line.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described an automatic method to enhance the open LBD process by visual means. The proposed method allows users to explore author-assigned keywords and related documents in two disjoints bodies of scientific literature which can accelerate the discovery of visualization techniques appropriate for a narrow-domain research interest. Our approach enables scholars to inspect local structures in proximity data derived from the latent meaning of keywords, facilitating both the progressive learning of new concepts and the acquisition of domain-specific vocabulary in a seamless manner. Furthermore, the method eliminates the need for a manual selection of terms to query the collection. Instead, we rely on a set of keyword associations extracted from an auxiliary corpus, which provides a semantic expression that is rich enough to capture specific user needs concerning a predefined multidisciplinary research purpose. Documents from the target and auxiliary corpora are jointly projected into a 2D representation of keyword proximity derived from the high-dimensional semantic space, offering the user multiple learning paths that can be readily incorporated into future research. Moreover, new keywords learned through the use of our visualization could be utilized to perform classical text queries in an online scientific database, bringing new potential data sources into question.
